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School leadership matters. Common sense 
tells us this, but we now have plenty of research 
to back up this claim. In 2009, the Wallace 
Foundation determined in their report, Assessing 
the Effectiveness of School Leaders: New 
Directions and New Processes:

Effective leadership is vital to the success 
of a school. Research and practice confirm 
that there is a slim-chance of creating and 
sustaining high-quality learning environments 
without a skilled and committed leader to help 
shape teaching and learning.1

More recently, Wallace strengthened their position about the importance of school leadership, notably 
principal leadership, in its 2021 report, How Principals Affect Students and Schools: A Systemic 
Synthesis of Two Decades of Research, which states:

The impact of an effective principal has likely been understated, with impacts being both 
greater and broader than previously believed: greater in the impact on student achievement 
and broader in affecting other important outcomes, including teacher satisfaction and 
retention (especially among high-performing teachers), student attendance, and reductions in 
exclusionary discipline.2

Overall, schools require school leaders who are capable of collaboratively crafting an equity focused 
vision for their learning organization, cultivating a student-centered culture, building others’ leadership 
capacity, improving instruction, and leading school improvement efforts.3 Essentially, effective school 
leaders lead effective schools.4

While our understanding of school leadership’s importance has deepened, our Nation’s schools face 
a serious problem of practice – leadership churn. According to a 2019 report from the National 
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Association of Secondary School Principals (NASSP) and the Learning Policy Institute (LPI), principals 
across the country have an average tenure of just four years at their schools.5 Drilling down into the 
data paints a starker picture showing that 35 percent of principals are in their schools less than 2 years 
with only 11 percent of principals leading their schools for 10+ years. The School Leaders Network 
plainly states that only 1 in 4 principals stay in a given position longer than 5 years.6 Of those that are 
brand new to the principalship, fifty percent do not make it past year three.

School leaders choose to leave their positions for a variety of reasons both positive and negative. 
District level opportunities or other building level positions may motivate individuals to move on. 
While these transitions are likely positive in most circumstances, negative forces have been mounting 
over the past couple of decades that keep prospective leaders from considering school leadership as a 
career path, push individuals out of positions, or cause some to leave the profession altogether. These 
forces include longer hours, tough political environments, mounting mandates, and rising expectations 
not backed with adequate resources.7 In their 2019 report, Understanding and Addressing Principal 
Turnover, NASSP and LPI identified five reasons principals choose to leave their positions:

The costs of school leadership churn are high in terms of its impact on the ability of school leaders 
to enact meaningful change in their schools, on student performance, and on the bottom line. For 
example, research tells us it takes 5 to 10 years for a principal to lead and institutionalize improvement 
efforts depending on the size of their school.9 Further, student performance in math and English-
Language Arts typically falls the year after a principal leaves with the next principal needing up to three 
years to make up the loss.10 Where the bottom line is concerned, preparing and onboarding a new 
principal carries an average price tag of $75,000 nationally.11 
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In order to combat leadership churn in our schools, we in the School Leader Collaborative (see back cover) 
have worked together to develop an ever-growing suite of professional learning and resources to support 
school leaders over their entire careers. 

Our School Leader Continuum observes a sequence of four career stages (Aspiring, Launching, Building, 
and Mastering), each with its unique core need for support.

ASPIRING — The Aspiring stage arises as an educator first considers 
a future administrative role as a real possibility. This stage establishes 
the mindset, leadership intelligences, and community of peers 
necessary for aspiring administrators to envision themselves as future 
learning leaders.

 LAUNCHING — The Launching stage occurs during years 1 and 2. 
This stage provides new learning leaders with the skills, resources, 
and community of peers necessary to cultivate culture, assess 
systems, increase learning, and understand the leadership necessary 
for the unique context of their learning organization.

BUILDING — The Building stage typically occurs somewhere during 
years 3-5 in the school leader role. This stage equips established 
learning leaders with the supports needed to effectively sustain 
culture, build systems, increase learning and develop their learning 
organization, while affording the self-care necessary to build a 
sustainable career.

MASTERING — Successfully working through the first three stages 
positions a school leader for the Mastering stage, where arguably 
the most impactful and lasting impact can be achieved. This stage 
promotes the self-actualization of learning leaders through the 
continuous growth of themselves and their learning organization to 
ensure a school of equity and excellence which leaves a lasting legacy.
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To give you a complete picture of everything that is available to grow and sustain you as a school leader, 
the following charts offer a snapshot of the myriad of resources available to you within the School 
Leader Continuum. Each chart represents a career stage of the Continuum (Aspiring, Launching, Building, 
Mastering) and the various supports are categorized in a way (Lead, Engage, Advocate, Learn) to help you 
understand all the Continuum entails. A more thorough overview of the services listed follows.

Many of the supports outlined in this document are freely available to those who are IPA members or 
members of one of the other Collaborative associations. Some may require an additional fee. If you have 
any questions about the School Leader Continuum, please call us at 217-525-1383 or visit ilprincipals.org. 

We are grateful for you 
and your leadership.

LEAD

ENGAGE

ADVOCATE

LEARN
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ASPIRING

• School Leader Paradigm
• Becoming
• School Leadership That Fits
• Resume Review
• Contract Review
• Salary Survey
• IPA Talk
• Member Assistance Program

ENGAGE

ADVOCATE

LEARN

• IPA Social Media
• IPA Connect
• IPA Annual Conference
• WELL Summit
• I-Grow Summit

• Advocacy in Action Newsletters
• Legislative and Case Law Update

• Aspiring School Leader Network
• Ed Leaders Network Leadership Courses
• Ed Leaders Network Mandated Trainings
• Ed Leaders Network Webinars
• Ed Leaders Network Micro-Credentials
• Ed Leaders Network Teacher Evaluation Calibration Videos
• Teacher and Principal Evaluator Initial Training and Retraining

LEAD
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LAUNCHING

• IPA Social Media
• IPA Connect
• IPA Plugging In & Breaking Out
• IPA Region Meetings
• Committees

• IPA Annual Conference
• WELL Summit
• I-Grow Summit
• Assistant Principal/Dean Summits
• National Conferences

• Advocacy in Action Newsletters
• Legislative and Case Law Update

• IPA Policy & Action Center
• IPA Principal for a Day

• Launching School Leader Network
• Ed Leaders Network Leadership Courses
• Ed Leaders Network Mandated Trainings
• Ed Leaders Network Webinars
• Ed Leaders Network Micro-Credentials
• Ed Leaders Network Teacher Evaluation 

Calibration Videos

• LEAD Webinar Series
• Mentoring Services 
• Administrator Academies
• Teacher and Principal Evaluator Initial 

Training and Retraining
• PD Scholarship

ENGAGE

ADVOCATE

LEARN

LEAD
• School Leader Paradigm
• Becoming
• School Leadership That Fits
• Resume Review
• Contract Review
• Salary Survey
• IPA Talk

• Member Assistance Program
• School Leader Entry Plan
• School Leader Calendar
• School Leader Cycle of Inquiry
• School Leader Evaluation Plan
• Legal Support
• Model Student Handbook
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BUILDING
• School Leader Paradigm
• Becoming
• School Leadership That Fits
• Resume Review
• Contract Review
• Salary Survey
• IPA Talk

• Member Assistance Program
• School Leader Entry Plan
• School Leader Calendar
• School Leader Cycle of Inquiry
• School Leader Evaluation Plan
• Legal Support
• Model Student Handbook

ENGAGE

ADVOCATE

LEARN

• IPA Social Media
• IPA Connect
• IPA Plugging In & Breaking Out
• IPA Region Meetings
• Committees
• Region Leadership Roles
• Moderate or Present at an Event

• IPA Congressional Delegate
• Mentor or Coach
• IPA Annual Conference
• WELL Summit
• I-Grow Summit
• Assistant Principal/Dean Summits
• National Conferences

• Advocacy in Action Newsletters
• Legislative and Case Law Update
• IPA Policy & Action Center

• IPA Principal for a Day
• Legislative Committee
• Legislative Chair on Region Board

• Building School Leader Network
• Ed Leaders Network Leadership Courses
• Ed Leaders Network Mandated Trainings
• Ed Leaders Network Webinars
• Ed Leaders Network Micro-Credentials
• Ed Leaders Network Teacher Evaluation 

Calibration Videos

• Coaching Services
• Mentor and Coach Training
• Administrator Academies
• Teacher and Principal Evaluator Initial 

Training and Retraining
• PD Scholarship

LEAD
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MASTERING
• School Leader Paradigm
• Becoming
• School Leadership That Fits
• Resume Review
• Contract Review
• Salary Survey
• IPA Talk

• Member Assistance Program
• School Leader Entry Plan
• School Leader Calendar
• School Leader Cycle of Inquiry
• School Leader Evaluation Plan
• Legal Support
• Model Student Handbook

ENGAGE

ADVOCATE

LEARN

• IPA Social Media
• IPA Connect
• IPA Plugging In & Breaking Out
• IPA Region Meetings
• Committees
• Region Leadership Roles
• Moderate or Present at an Event
• IPA Congressional Delegate

• IPA Board of Directors
• Mentor or Coach
• IPA Annual Conference
• WELL Summit
• I-Grow Summit
• Assistant Principal/Dean Summits
• National Conferences

• Advocacy in Action Newsletters
• Legislative and Case Law Update
• IPA Policy & Action Center
• IPA Principal for a Day

• Legislative Committee
• Legislative Chair on Region Board
• NAESP & NASSP Advocacy Conferences

• Mastering School Leader Network
• Ed Leaders Network Leadership Courses
• Ed Leaders Network Mandated Trainings
• Ed Leaders Network Webinars
• Ed Leaders Network Micro-Credentials
• Ed Leaders Network Teacher Evaluation 

Calibration Videos

• Coaching Services
• Mentor and Coach Training
• Administrator Academies
• Teacher and Principal Evaluator Initial 

Training and Retraining
• PD Scholarship

LEAD
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School Leader Paradigm
The School Leader Paradigm provides a comprehensive leadership 
framework that accounts for both how you must be growing, or 
becoming, as a school leader and the work you and those in your 
learning organization must be doing to be effective or simply ... 
becoming while doing. See pages 12-13 for details.

School Leader Paradigm: The Research
This School Leader Paradigm companion document provides a 
comprehensive listing of the extensive research reviewed to identify 
the critical leadership dispositions and essential behaviors school 
leaders must possess and exhibit to be effective.

School Leader Paradigm: The Learning Resources 
(coming soon)
This School Leader Paradigm companion document provides a 
comprehensive listing of school leadership learning resources.

Becoming (coming soon)
This dynamic, 12-part resource, provides opportunities for school 
leaders to gain knowledge about and reflect deeply on the dispositional 
requirements of school leadership that are outlined in the Becoming 
side of the School Leader Paradigm. As a learning leader, you must 
always lead yourself well first. This document will support your efforts.

School Leadership That Fits
School Leadership That Fits is a robust job-search resource that contains 
information about how to craft your resume, prepare for an interview, 
and negotiate your contract. It is designed to help you secure a school 
leadership position that is the best fit for you based on your values, 
personality, skills, expertise, experience, and vision for helping kids.

Resume Review
Want to put your best foot forward when applying for a new 
position? You can have your resume reviewed for improvements and 
to ensure it follows best practices for school leaders.

Contract Review
You may have your employment contract reviewed by the IPA’s 
in-house general counsel to assure it contains all appropriate 
employment and due process protections. IPA also provides a model 
employee contract for members.

Salary Survey
The IPA conducts the only statewide survey of principals, assistant 
principals, and deans regarding salary and benefits. The results 
are published annually and are an informative and useful tool for 
contract negotiations. Additionally, IPA, in partnership with Hazard, 
Young, Attea & Associates (HYA), a national educational executive 
search, consulting, and leadership firm, developed an online salary 
modeling tool which allows members to create more personalized 

ENGAGE

ADVOCATE

LEARN

School Leader Entry Plan

A School Leader Paradigm Resource: School Leader Entry Plan | 1

SCHOOL LEADER 
ENTRY PLAN

Preparing for the 
Journey Ahead

A  S C H O O L  L E A D E R  P A R A D I G M  R E S O U R C E

July 2023

SCHOOL LEADER PARADIGM RESOURCE

School Leader Calendar

SCHOOL 
LEADER 
CALENDAR

July 2023

Most of us spend 
too much time on 
what is urgent, 
and not enough 
time on what is 
important.1

— Steven Covey

SCHOOL LEADER PARADIGM RESOURCE

School Leader Evaluation Plan

Salary Study

Illinois Principals Association
Salary, Benefi t, Career Planning, 
and Job Satisfaction Study

ilprincipals.org
February 2023

2022-2023
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salary benchmarks. This model allows school leaders 
to generate an average salary based on unique 
combinations of district and school characteristics, 
geography, and administrative experience. 

IPA Talks
IPA Talks are casual discussions between IPA staff 
and experts in the field of education about the 
day’s hottest topics. Subjects cover a range of 
topics including school law, safety, assessment, the 
educator shortage, and school leadership. Episodes 
are released on the IPA’s YouTube channel and your 
favorite place for listening to podcasts.

Member Assistance Program
The IPA Member Assistance Program includes 
confidential social-emotional support, work-life 
solutions, financial solutions, and more. With the added 
stressors building leaders are managing, it’s imperative 
for member principals, assistant principals, deans, and 
other administrators to have access to this valuable 
service. This benefit is available to you and your family 
members at no cost. See pages 14-15 for details.

School Leader Entry Plan
The School Leader Entry plan is designed to help 
you frame your thinking about how to ensure you 
start a new school leadership position well. You will 
be guided through the process of developing your 
own entry plan that will assist you with intentionally 
getting up to speed on the culture, systems, and 
learning of your new learning organization.

School Leader Calendar
The School Leader Calendar is intended to help you 
stay focused, organized, and growing. The School 
Leader Calendar provides you with monthly lists of 
important responsibilities and legal requirements. 
Additionally, it offers dates to remember (some 
just for fun) as well as critical professional learning 
opportunities and resources.

School Leader Cycle of Inquiry
The School Leader Cycle of Inquiry is a mechanism to 
make the School Leader Paradigm a living, breathing 
document, intended for individuals and organizations 
to use for unlearning, learning, and relearning to foster 
continuous growth and improvement. At the individual 
level, it can be employed for self and professional 
growth. For schools, districts, and other larger 
organizations, inquiry can be a powerful continuous 
improvement tool. 

The School Leader Paradigm’s Cycle of Inquiry is a 
cyclical approach to problem solving. Central to the 
concept of continuous improvement is the definition 
of a problem of practice (PoP) which results in 
an ongoing effort to improve performance. The 
inquiry cycle is broken into four stages: (1) plan; (2) 
implement; (3) assess; and (4) reflect.

When inquiry is embedded into the daily lives of 
school leaders, it becomes a powerful tool for 
continuous personal and professional development. 
Instead of the typical “sit and get” professional 
development, inquiry engages leaders in the learning 
by examining their own practices and the workings of 
their own schools. 

School Leader Evaluation Plan
The School Leader Evaluation Plan (based on the 
School Leader Paradigm) seeks to assist school 
districts with the development of an evaluation 
system that helps school leaders grow their 
leadership dispositions and the skills necessary for 
them to do their work effectively throughout their 
career continuum from Aspiring to Launching to 
Building to Mastering. The guide is designed to 
help school districts understand the importance of 
evaluations done properly, the critical role a leader’s 
supervisor plays in the evaluation process, a roadmap 
for conducting the evaluation process well, and a 
plethora of tools and resources available to districts 
to create a reflective, growth-minded school leader 
evaluation plan. The School Leader Evaluation Plan 
meets the Illinois principal evaluation statutory 
requirements and includes extensive resources for 
both the leader and the growth-oriented evaluator.

Legal Support
The IPA is one of the few principal’s associations 
in the nation fortunate to have its own in-house 
general counsel. With this unique resource, you are 
able to gain support with issues ranging from your 
own employment contract to student issues to staff 
concerns to legislation recently passed into law.

Model Student Handbook
The online Model Student Handbook is a cost–
effective service that provides you with quick, easy 
access to model student handbook procedures. The 
Model Student Handbook is attorney-drafted and fully 
aligned with PRESS, the Illinois Association of School 
Board’s school district policy service, as well as state, 
federal, and case law that change on a frequent basis.
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School leadership provides vast opportunities for you to positively impact and influence the lives of 
many, especially young people. Schools, though, are dynamic organizations which require dynamic 
leadership. Thus, we in the School Leader Collaborative created the School Leader Paradigm to provide 
you a comprehensive leadership framework that accounts for both how you must be growing, or 
becoming, as a school leader and the work you and those in your learning organization must be doing to 
be effective or simply ... becoming while doing.

As you review the Paradigm, you will be challenged with the leadership intelligences needed for you to 
self-actualize (becoming) as a learning leader while simultaneously focusing your work of building and 
sustaining culture, systems, and learning (doing) in your learning organization. Further, the Paradigm 
describes a cycle of inquiry (plan -> implement -> assess -> reflect) meant to drive your efforts for both 
your own growth and the growth of your school. Lastly, the Paradigm discusses the important role 
context plays in your leadership and details four contextual areas (individual, school, community, and 
political) you must consider to lead your learning organization.

The School Leader Paradigm
This innovative framework accounts for both the dispositions school leaders must possess and the work 
they must do to be successful. Developed by a group of state principals’ associations from throughout 
the United States, the School Leader Paradigm provides the foundation school leaders need to create 
hope for those they serve.

The School Leader Paradigm: The Research
The School Leader Paradigm is a framework anchored to a thorough accounting of research of both 
school and private sector leadership. Whether you are acquiring knowledge and skills or doing your own 
research, you will find this resource to be an invaluable asset.

The School Leader Paradigm: The Learning Resources (coming soon)
If you desire to deepen your learning about the dispositions school leaders must possess and the work 
they must do, this comprehensive listing of learning resources is a necessity. Included, you will find 
references to a vast array of readings, assessments, and activities with which to engage.

A copy of the Paradigm with a complete overview is available at www.ilprincipals.org. 

SCHOOL LEADER
PARADIGM

School Leader Collaborati ve: School Leader Paradigm | 1
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You and your team matter. In order to be sustained, we encourage you to routinely take time to check-in 
on your and your team members’ physical and mental wellbeing. 

The IPA partners with ComPsych to offer a Member Assistance Program with benefits that include 
confidential social-emotional support, work-life solutions, financial solutions, and other online supports. 
With the added stressors building leaders are managing, it’s imperative for our member principals, 
assistant principals, deans, and other administrators to have access to this valuable service.

Personal setbacks, emotional conflicts or just the demands of daily life can affect your work, health and 
family. With help from the Member Assistance Program, they don’t have to. This benefit is available 
to you and your family members at no cost and gives you someone to talk to when life’s challenges 
threaten to overwhelm you. The program is staffed by highly trained, caring clinicians who are available 
by phone or online 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
Call any time with personal concerns, including:
• Stress, anxiety and depression 
• Marital and family conflicts
• Alcohol or drug use
• Job pressures
• Dealing with change 
• Grief and loss

If you have any questions about the IPA’s Member Assistance Program or if you know of a colleague who 
is struggling, please do not hesitate to reach out to any member of the IPA team.

To request services, visit ilprincipals.org.

MEMBER ASSISTANCE 
PROGRAM

Emotional Eating

24/7 Live Assistance:

Call: 
TRS: Dial 711

Online: guidanceresources.com

App: GuidanceNowSM

Web ID: 

Copyright © 2023 ComPsych Corporation. All rights reserved. This information is for educational purposes only.

ComPsych complies with applicable federal civil rights laws and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability or sex.

Emotional eating is consuming food for reasons other than physical hunger. Humans are emotional, social beings and food plays a large role 

in interactions with others. Many celebrations and holidays revolve around food and dining together. This is a normal and enjoyable aspect of 

being social human creatures.

Emotional eating becomes problematic when people eat for reasons such as stress, boredom, sadness, anxiety or loneliness. Triggers for 

emotional eating are not always negative events. Some people find that they eat whenever they feel happy or excited.

People who eat for emotional reasons often experience feelings of disappointment, guilt or failure after overeating. Emotional eating can 

bring goals to maintain or lose body weight to a screeching halt. It often sets off a destructive cycle of overeating and dieting, which is 

detrimental to mental and physical health. The key to successful weight management lies in identifying emotional eating patterns and 

devising strategies to overcome trigger situations.

Identifying Patterns
The best way to identify eating for emotional reasons is to keep a 

food journal. In the food journal, use the “5 W’s” method to help 

determine a pattern:

• Who you were with?

• What did you eat?

• When did you eat?

• Where did you eat?

• Why did you eat?

Be sure to note how you were feeling and how much was eaten 

as well.

Studies show that people who log their food habits are more 

successful at weight loss and weight management than those who 

do not keep a log. Identifying emotional eating triggers allows for 

the development of strategies to overcome destructive behaviors.

Tips for Overcoming Emotional Eating

• Harness the power of self talk: Identify and recognize times of 

negative and self-defeating statements such as, “I cannot do this” 

or “I failed.” Replace those statements with positive and goal-

targeted comments such as, “This is hard but it will be worth it” 

and “I will learn and make a better choice next time.” It is helpful to 

also mark these statements in a food journal.

• Rate your hunger: Before reaching for food, rate your hunger 

on a scale from 1-10 with 10 being ravenous. For ratings of 5 of 

less, opt for an apple. If you find you are not hungry enough to eat 

an apple, emotions are more likely driving the urge to eat. Food 

will not satisfy a person eating for emotional reasons. Instead, 

it is important to discover other positive and productive ways to 

address the issues.

• Find alternatives: People who found comfort in food in the past 

are likely to turn to it again in the future. It is important to find 

other ways to deal with positive and negative stressors in life. Go 

for a walk, read a book, take a bath, listen to music or do deep 

breathing exercises. When you find something that works, refer to 

it again later.

• Three bite rule: Humans experience the greatest pleasure from 

food in the first three bites. After that, senses become dulled. 

Take three bites of your favorite indulgent foods and focus on fully 

enjoying them.

• Practice good dental hygiene: Chewing a strong mint gum, 

breath mint or brushing teeth right after a meal may deter the 

urge to go for seconds or dessert.

• Progress, not perfection: As with any new practice, there is 

always that initial stage of excitement and motivation to make 

changes. Prepare for the ups and downs and understand they 

are a natural process of learning and are to be expected. Stay 

vigilant in monitoring triggers as they change over time. The 

key to success is to remain focused and keep pushing forward. 

Celebrate every small success and find joy in achievements. 

Every small victory is closer to obtaining your goal.

IPAMAP866-483-1140

Suicide Awareness
If someone you know admits to having suicidal thoughts, what would you say? What would you do? Those are very 

difficult questions for anyone—even a mental health professional—to face. But as a friend or family member, you should 

know what to look for and how to respond.Warning signs common to most suicides:
• Talking about suicide and death• Threatening or hinting at suicide• Tidying up his or her affairs: drawing up a will, giving away possessions

• Drastic changes in behavior• Withdrawing from social interaction• Sudden neglect in appearance• Self-mutilation
• Sudden drug or alcohol abuse• Expressing feelings of hopelessness and helplessness

• Previous suicide attempts• Family or peers who have recently attempted or committed suicideWhat can you do?• Talk to them. Be direct.• Talk honestly and openly about the subject. If the person appears to be suicidal but hasn’t indicated  

any intentions, ask the question, “Are you having thoughts about suicide?” Let the person know that 

it is okay to share thoughts and feelings with you. Ask when, where and how they would attempt suicide plans.

• Listen. Refrain from being judgmental. Don’t lecture.
• Acknowledge their feelings. Be empathetic, patient and compassionate.

• Don’t challenge. Avoid arguments. Instead, concentrate on listening, understanding and getting help.

24/7 Live Assistance:Call: 
TRS: Dial 711

Online: guidanceresources.comApp: GuidanceNowSM

Web ID: Copyright © 2023 ComPsych Corporation. All rights reserved. To view the ComPsych HIPAA privacy notice, please go to www.guidanceresources.com/privacy.  

ComPsych complies with applicable federal civil rights laws and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability or sex. 

IPAMAP

866-483-1140

Achieving Balance

If you are feeling pulled in too many directions at once, or if there never seems to be 

enough time to accomplish everything on your “to-do” list, you may need to assess your 

work-life balance. The following suggestions can help:

• Delegate tasks. Do not be afraid to ask for help or to delegate responsibilities, both at 

work and at home. 

• Set priorities and limits. Consider what is really important to you and what you value 

most in life. Once you identify your priorities, it will be easier to make decisions about 

how best to allocate  your time. 

• Stay flexible. Staying flexible and keeping a sense of humor can ease the stress 

associated with changing demands.

• Talk to your manager. Often, they have been in the same situations and can offer the 

best advice for dealing with them.

• Build a support network. We all need someone to have our backs. Cultivate friends 

and maintain family ties. They can help shoulder some of the load.
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Building your Credit

Modern societies are based on credit. Business loans, credit cards, home mortgages and 

other kinds of financing arrangements allow us to purchase goods and services that cost more 

than we have readily available in cash.

Building a Credit Record

One method of obtaining a first-time loan is to establish a savings account with a bank in your 

area. Ask the bank to extend to you a loan using your own savings account as collateral.

Credit cards are another option for building a credit history. It can be hard to get approved for 

your first credit card, but many companies offer cards with higher interest rates for those who 

need to establish credit. If you secure such as card, pay off the entire outstanding balance 

each month to avoid any finance charges.

Another way to establish credit is by applying for a gasoline credit card or a card issued by a 

department store. They have more lenient credit policies.
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Emotional Eating
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Emotional eating is consuming food for reasons other than physical hunger. Humans are emotional, social beings and food plays a large role 

in interactions with others. Many celebrations and holidays revolve around food and dining together. This is a normal and enjoyable aspect of 

being social human creatures.

Emotional eating becomes problematic when people eat for reasons such as stress, boredom, sadness, anxiety or loneliness. Triggers for 

emotional eating are not always negative events. Some people find that they eat whenever they feel happy or excited.

People who eat for emotional reasons often experience feelings of disappointment, guilt or failure after overeating. Emotional eating can 

bring goals to maintain or lose body weight to a screeching halt. It often sets off a destructive cycle of overeating and dieting, which is 

detrimental to mental and physical health. The key to successful weight management lies in identifying emotional eating patterns and 

devising strategies to overcome trigger situations.

Identifying Patterns
The best way to identify eating for emotional reasons is to keep a 

food journal. In the food journal, use the “5 W’s” method to help 

determine a pattern:

• Who you were with?

• What did you eat?

• When did you eat?

• Where did you eat?

• Why did you eat?

Be sure to note how you were feeling and how much was eaten 

as well.

Studies show that people who log their food habits are more 

successful at weight loss and weight management than those who 

do not keep a log. Identifying emotional eating triggers allows for 

the development of strategies to overcome destructive behaviors.

Tips for Overcoming Emotional Eating

• Harness the power of self talk: Identify and recognize times of 

negative and self-defeating statements such as, “I cannot do this” 

or “I failed.” Replace those statements with positive and goal-

targeted comments such as, “This is hard but it will be worth it” 

and “I will learn and make a better choice next time.” It is helpful to 

also mark these statements in a food journal.

• Rate your hunger: Before reaching for food, rate your hunger 

on a scale from 1-10 with 10 being ravenous. For ratings of 5 of 

less, opt for an apple. If you find you are not hungry enough to eat 

an apple, emotions are more likely driving the urge to eat. Food 

will not satisfy a person eating for emotional reasons. Instead, 

it is important to discover other positive and productive ways to 

address the issues.

• Find alternatives: People who found comfort in food in the past 

are likely to turn to it again in the future. It is important to find 

other ways to deal with positive and negative stressors in life. Go 

for a walk, read a book, take a bath, listen to music or do deep 

breathing exercises. When you find something that works, refer to 

it again later.

• Three bite rule: Humans experience the greatest pleasure from 

food in the first three bites. After that, senses become dulled. 

Take three bites of your favorite indulgent foods and focus on fully 

enjoying them.

• Practice good dental hygiene: Chewing a strong mint gum, 

breath mint or brushing teeth right after a meal may deter the 

urge to go for seconds or dessert.

• Progress, not perfection: As with any new practice, there is 

always that initial stage of excitement and motivation to make 

changes. Prepare for the ups and downs and understand they 

are a natural process of learning and are to be expected. Stay 

vigilant in monitoring triggers as they change over time. The 

key to success is to remain focused and keep pushing forward. 

Celebrate every small success and find joy in achievements. 

Every small victory is closer to obtaining your goal.

IPAMAP866-483-1140

Handling Holiday Stress
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Make this season a bright and bountiful one by giving yourself the best present of all: peace of mind.  

Turn the holidays into a happy, stress-free time by taking care of yourself, bringing balance to your work and home life and 

not letting holiday worries overwhelm you.Tips for Coping with Holiday Stress
• Do not be perfect; be you. One of the quickest ways to holiday burnout is to set high, unrealistic expectations for 

yourself. Make your plans simple and your activities doable.

• Create your wish list early. Ask yourself what you want to accomplish this holiday season. Write down your holiday 

goals, and list out the steps you need to take to reach them. Prioritize what is important, and get organized from the start.

• Pace yourself. Thanksgiving, Hanukkah, Christmas, Kwanzaa and New Year’s can all be busy times. Remember, the 

season lasts for several weeks. Break your preparations into small steps so you can accomplish a little each week. 

Delegate responsibilities with others, and do not be afraid to ask for help.

• Budget wisely. It is easy to buy on credit and ignore the bills until after the holidays, but spending within your means 

requires a disciplined approach. Set a holiday budget limit ahead of time, and determine exactly what you can afford. 

• Get into the spirit. Deck the halls. Build a snowman. If you have a tree, decorate it early. Too often adults miss out on 

the simple pleasures of celebrating the holidays and truly enjoying the moment. 

• Take time out for yourself. Too often the holidays feel rushed and exhausting. Unwind and pamper yourself with a 

break from the action. Try relaxation techniques, meditation and deep-breathing exercises. Spend one quiet evening a 

week away from the hustle and bustle of your hectic routine. Do something you really want to do.

• Give of yourself. One of the best gifts you can give yourself during the holidays is self-sacrifice. Try to find time during the 

season to volunteer your services at a local community center, soup kitchen or charity organization. Doing things for others 

can bring a real sense of inner warmth and self-worth that is more valuable than all the presents piled under your tree.

• Embrace family. Look forward to reuniting with relatives this holiday by sidestepping family pressures. Cherish the time 

you spend with your loved ones, and make a better effort to be as relaxed, positive and cheerful as you can.

• Reflect on past holidays. Think back to moments you have treasured during past holiday seasons, and try to recapture 

the essence of what made those times special. 

• Celebrate safely. One of the keys to holiday happiness is celebrating in moderation. Give your body a gift this year by 

treating it with respect. Try not to overindulge in sweets and goodies. Know your limits when it comes to alcohol, and 

never attempt to drive if you have been drinking. 

• Make New Year’s resolutions. Setting goals challenges us to aim for higher fulfillment and self-improvement. Give 

yourself something to look forward to next year. Stick to these resolutions, and ask others to continue to encourage you 

to keep your goals.• Talk to someone who cares. If you feel bogged down by a case of the holiday blues, do not suffer through the season. 

Reach out and talk to someone you trust. 

IPAMAP
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As many as half of all children are bullied at some time during their school years, and at least 10 percent are bullied on a regular 

basis, experts estimate. If your child is being picked on, threatened, harassed or physically assaulted in any way by another child, it 

is important to respond properly to the situation. Teaching your children how to protect themselves and boost their self-esteem can 

help them to keep from becoming victims.
What You Can Do

To help protect your child against bullying, consider these suggestions:

• Build your child’s self-esteem at an early age. Children who 

are praised for their efforts, encouraged to develop talents and 

taught to keep trying tend to have greater self-confidence. Make 

your child feel good about himself or herself by avoiding criticism 

and negative comments. The more self-respect your child has, 

the better he or she will be at ignoring a bully’s taunts.

• Encourage your child to express dissent. One good anti-

bully exercise is to teach your child how to speak up respectfully 

if he or she disagrees with you. Stress that it is okay to express 

anger in healthy and appropriate manner. Practice negotiating 

and debating techniques as alternatives to fighting or being 

victimized. Teach your child to use direct “I” expressions when 

someone is making him or her uncomfortable, such as: “I don’t 

like when you treat me that way.”

• Teach your child to stand up for himself or herself. 

Emphasize the importance of maintaining eye contact, 

standing up straight and proud, not showing fear and not 

backing down to a bully when cornered. A child may be less 

likely to bully if they sense that the other child is not afraid.

• Teach your child how to ignore taunts. Tell your child that 

insults and threats are just words; they cannot really hurt. 

Encourage your child to talk to himself or herself privately with 

positive reassurances, such as: “I know what he’s saying isn’t 

true. I’m not going to give in to his words. I’m stronger than 

that.” Often, the best advice is to tell your child simply to walk 

away and say nothing.
• Emphasize avoidance if necessary. You do not want your 

children to run away from their problems or live their life in 

fear, but you can encourage them simply to stay away from 

the bully, especially if the possibility of physical harm exists.

• Discourage fighting back. Getting physical with the bully 

is giving in to exactly what the bully wants: a chance to exert 

physical dominance over your child. Your child may end up 

seriously hurt, and the bully’s success will only encourage him 

or her to continue the victimization. Tell your child to not taunt or 

provoke the bully in any way. Consider signing up your child for an 

age-appropriate martial-arts class or a sport. A bully may decide 

to leave your child alone if the bully knows your child is athletic or 

trained to defend himself or herself.

• Keep an eye out for warning signs. Your child may be 

frightened to tell you that they are being threatened or picked 

on. Watch for slipping grades, physical marks on his/her body, 

missing lunch money, or any out-of-the-ordinary behaviors. If 

you suspect that your child is being bullied, encourage them to 

tell you. If you think your child is covering up or holding back, try 

talking to their friends or their friends’ parents. Have they seen or 

heard about your child being picked on?

• Respond appropriately. Do not ignore the problem or 

overreact. Weigh your options and talk to your child about options 

before you go ahead and do something on your child’s behalf.

• Get help. If you feel that your child is in danger or that a 

bully’s tactics have gone too far, get involved. If the bullying 

happens at school, talk to your child’s teachers and principal 

about the problem, and try to arrange for a school-supervised 

meeting between you, your child, the bully and their parents. If 

your child has been injured or seriously harassed, file a police 

report and explore your legal options.

• Discourage bullying. Your child may begin to model some of 

the bullying behavior to which they have been exposed by picking 

on other children. Indicate that you will not tolerate bullying. 

There are no easy answers, and you may have to keep trying before you find the right approach that works for you and your child 

against bullying.

Handling Bullies
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Healthy Cholesterol 
Levels

High cholesterol is a major risk factor for heart disease, heart attack and stroke. The American Heart 

Association recommends that all adults age 20 or older have their cholesterol levels tested with a 

fasting lipoprotein profile. It’s a simple blood test that is done after a nine- to 12-hour fast.

To reduce your risk for heart disease, aim for these numbers:

• Total cholesterol: 200 or less

• HDL (“good”) cholesterol: 60 and above

• LDL cholesterol: 100 or less

• Triglycerides: 150 or less

• Blood pressure: 120/80 or less

Numbers too high?
You can improve your cholesterol levels and reduce your risk for heart disease by quitting smoking, 

maintaining a healthy weight and getting more active. Talk to your doctor about exercise and other 

steps you can take to lower your cholesterol.

IPAMAP866-483-1140

Your Employee Assistance Program offers confidential emotional support, as well 
as legal, financial and work-life guidance, whenever and wherever you need it.

Life’s challenging.
We can help.

Questions?
We have answers.
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IPA Social Media
The IPA uses Twitter, Linkedin, Facebook, and 
YouTube to promote the position of school leader 
and to share with you the information you need 
to succeed. Your interaction and engagement with 
the information from the IPA social media accounts 
increases the presence of our conversations 
throughout our community. 

Share/retweet/like/etc. the information we publish 
to help elevate the school leader profession. Also, 
share accomplishments the IPA posts about members 
and help us celebrate and encourage school leaders 
throughout the state. You also may repurpose IPA 
content and graphics as you need.

IPA Connect
IPA Connect is a password protected, online 
space for you and your member colleagues to 
support and encourage one another in real time or 
asynchronously and share resources. IPA Connect 
provides you the privacy needed to ask and answer 
the hard questions that come with the profession.

IPA Plugged-In
During the school year, IPA Members gather virtually 
the first Wednesday of every month to connect with 
and encourage one another. Updates from the field 
are provided by members of the IPA Team.

IPA Region Meetings
The IPA consists of 21 Regions (see page 19) and 
offers a terrific opportunity for Members to connect 
and build relationships with colleagues close by.  
Served by the IPA’s Field Service Specialist, each 
Region offers virtual meetings, social events, and 
various occasions to recognize both students and staff.

Committees
The IPA has four standing statewide committees 
— Legislative, Membership, Assistant Principal, and 
Diversity and Equity. Frequently members are asked 
to consider applying to chair these committees as a 
member of the IPA Board of Directors or represent 
their Regions as a sitting member of the committees.

ENGAGE

ADVOCATE

LEARN

LEAD

Follow IPA on social media to get 
the latest news and updates!
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Region Leadership Roles
Each of the IPA’s 21 Regions (see page 19) is 
governed by a board of school leaders serving 
in various capacities including Region Director, 
Secretary, Treasurer, Membership Chair, and 
other positions. Regions are constantly in need of 
volunteer leaders ready to step up to support the 
various school leaders in their parts of the state.

Moderate or Present at an Event
The IPA provides many opportunities for school 
leaders to share their experiences and expertise at 
both the regional and state level. Specifically, please 
be sure to consider submitting a small group proposal 
for the opportunity to present at the IPA’s Annual 
Conference.

IPA Congressional Delegate
The IPA’s Congress serves as the Association’s 
business meeting held every year during Annual 
Conference. Each Region is allowed at least two 
voting delegates to hear an annual report on the 
Association’s activities as well as consider IPA 
constitutional revisions or dues adjustments.

IPA Board of Directors
Individuals who serve well on their Region Boards 
often find themselves in positions to be elevated to 
the IPA Board of Directors representing their Regions 
as State Director. The IPA Board of Directors governs 
the IPA’s operations by setting the Association’s 
overall mission, vision, and strategic goals and 
objectives.

IPA Annual Conference
Held every October in Peoria or Springfield, the IPA’s 
Annual Conference provides the opportunity to hear 
from dynamic, nationally recognized keynote speakers, 
attend practitioner-led small group sessions and 
connect with your peers from throughout the state. 
Each year the conference begins with a reception 
honoring the current and former Association 
presidents. A special meet and greet opportunity with 
IPA staff and Association board members is provided 
prior to the reception for first-time conference 
attendees. Attendees may elect to earn professional 
development hours for conference participation. 
Members also are encouraged to join the conference 
planning committee to support the profession and 
contribute to the conference’s success.

WELL Summit
The Women in Education Leading and Learning 
Summit in March is an event to empower, connect, 
inspire, support, celebrate, and develop women in 
educational leadership. The two-day event features 
nationally recognized keynote speakers, small group 
sessions, and plenty of time for participants to 
network and socialize. The Summit is a partnership 
between IPA, the IPA Foundation, IASB, IASBO, 
IAASE, LUDA, SCOPE, IASPA, IASA, ED-RED, IRC, 
IDEA, ILMEA, IARSS, HSDO, The Center, and LEND.

I-Grow Summit
The I-Grow Summit for Educational Leaders and 
Teachers of Color is the first event in Illinois with the 
specific goal to grow, retain, and recruit educational 
leaders and teachers of color. Held in June, the 
Summit is a partnership between IPA, ISBE, IEA, IFT, 
IESA, IALAS, and IASA.

Assistant Principal/Dean Summits
Our Assistant Principal/Dean Summits provide an 
opportunity for networking, recognition, and support 
among school leaders in similar positions. There is 
a summit held in the southern part of the state in 
January, and the northern part of the state in June to 
maximize the opportunity for all to attend.

National Conferences
Both the National Association of Elementary School 
Principals (naesp.org) and National Association 
of Secondary School Principals (nassp.org) hold 
leadership, advocacy, and other conferences 
throughout the year.
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Advocacy in Action newsletters
Regular updates on legislative activity happening at the state 
and federal level.

Legislative and Case Law Update
IPA annually publishes a comprehensive guide to all new 
laws, court cases, and other enactments that impact building 
level administrators. This guide includes summaries of the 
changes as well as helpful implementation tips.

IPA Policy & Action Center
The IPA Policy & Action Center helps you identify and 
connect with your elected officials at the state and federal 
level. Legislative information and ideas for legislative 
engagement are provided, including action alerts and talking 
points.

IPA Principal for a Day
The IPA’s Principal for a Day program provides elected 
officials the opportunity to observe first-hand what it takes 
to be a building level principal. Principal for a Day gives 
elected officials valuable knowledge from visiting a school 
in their legislative district and applying it to their decision-
making in the legislative process.

Legislative Committee
If you are interested in elevating your impact on the 
shaping of education policy, become a member of the IPA’s 
Legislative Committee. This important group is open to 
all IPA members. The committee is called upon to provide 
feedback on the development of new education statutes and 
other policy initiatives. Occasionally, legislative committee 
members are asked to testify with the Illinois General 
Assembly and participate as a member of various statewide 
task forces. 

Legislative Chair on Region Board
Each of the IPA’s 21 Regions has a Legislative Chairperson. 
This individual is expected to share relevant legislative 
updates with the region membership and participate on the 
Legislative Committee. 

NAESP and NASSP Advocacy Conferences in 
Washington D.C.
Individuals serving on IPA Board of Directors can attend the 
NAESP and NASSP Advocacy Conferences in Washington 
D.C. and advocate for school leaders on Capitol Hill. 
Generally, the statewide Legislative Chairperson, President, 
President-Elect, NAESP Representative, NASSP Coordinator, 
and Diversity & Equity Chairperson have attended these 
conferences.

ENGAGE

ADVOCATE
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LEAD
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Field Service 
Specialists

Kishwaukee, Lake, North 
Cook and West Cook

Kim Zinman
847-606-4371
kim@ilprincipals.org

North Cook, South Cook 
and West Cook

Dr. Angela Buckels
312-237-0521
angela@ilprincipals.org 

Dana Butler
312-244-9527
dana@ilprincipals.org

DuPage, South Cook, 
Starved Rock and 
Three Rivers

Karen Triezenberg
630-643-8078
karen@ilprincipals.org

Blackhawk, Northwest, 
Two Rivers, and Western

Don Farr
309-255-0579
don.farr@ilprincipals.org

Abe Lincoln, Central 
Illinois Valley, Cornbelt, 
and Illini

Dan Kaiser
815-343-7175
dan.kaiser@ilprincipals.org

Egyptian, Kaskaskia, 
Shawnee, Southwestern 
and Wabash Valley

Travis Wyatt
618-553-8211
travis.wyatt@ilprincipals.org
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School Leader Networks
The IPA offers four year-long cohort programs for learning 
leaders at various stages of their leadership journey. These 
programs provide a combination of in-person and virtual 
learning to nurture the development of collegial networks 
as well as to keep participants connected on traditional and 
pressing issues of practice. See pages 22-23 for details.

Ed Leaders Network
IPA, in collaboration with its affiliate School Leader 
Collaborative members, has developed a robust, online 
learning platform to meet the professional development 
needs of educators. Through support from the Illinois State 
Board of Education, subscriptions are free to all Illinois public 
and public charter school employees.

The mission of the ELN (www.edleadersnetwork.org) is to 
provide educators with the professional development and 
capacity building professional network needed to do what 
is best for students and for the learning community. ELN 
courses are developed by and with content experts and 
partners who support rigorous online learning. A dynamic 
professional networking community has also been created so 
participants can learn and interact with peers and leadership 
experts from across the country. See pages 24-29 for details.

Micro-Credentials
Since 2017, the IPA, in conjunction with the School Leader 
Collaborative members, set out to create a proficiency-based 
system of validating a school leader’s skills tied to state and 
national standards, including the School Leader Paradigm 
framework. The result is the publication of 58 school leader 
micro-credentials endorsed and recognized as the leadership 
micro-credential gold standard by the National Association 
of Secondary School Leaders and EdBridge. Through 
suggested resources and a research-based approach to skill 
definition, earners learn, then develop and submit evidence 
for scoring by content specialists. See pages 26-27 for details.

LEAD Webinar Series
Throughout the year, IPA offers a series of free one-hour 
webinars designed specifically for new school leaders. Each 
LEAD (Lead, Encourage, Accelerate, and Develop) webinar 
features a panel of practicing principals from across the state 
with representation at the elementary, middle school and 
high school levels. Topics are timely and varied to help lead, 
encourage, accelerate, develop and celebrate new leaders. 
Professional development hours are offered for attendees.

ENGAGE

ADVOCATE

LEARN

LEAD
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Mentoring and Coaching Services
IPA provides mentoring and coaching services 
to all principals. Research shows that mentoring 
and coaching provide psychological, social, and 
professional growth benefits to these school leaders. 
See pages 30-31 for details.

Administrator Academies
IPA has more than 100 ISBE-approved academies 
developed and led by content experts with 
school and/or district leadership experience. The 
Association develops new topics that meet changing 
school and legal needs as well as meets state 
professional learning requirements. See pages 34-35 
for details.

Teacher and Principal Evaluator Training
Principals who are required to evaluate teachers and/
or assistant principals must successfully complete 
ISBE-developed initial training to become qualified 
to perform evaluations. After completing the 
initial teacher and/or principal evaluation training, 
principals are required to complete retraining courses 
beginning in the license cycle following the cycle in 
which the initial training was completed. IPA offers 
the following courses, led by experienced evaluators, 
to meet these requirements:

Initial Evaluator Trainings
•  AA #2001* Illinois Performance Evaluation — 

Teacher Evaluation Training (two days) — Aspiring 
leaders who complete IPA’s AA #2001 also receive 
a free one-year Aspiring IPA membership.)

•  AA #2000 Illinois Performance Evaluation — 
Principal Evaluation Training (two days)

Re-Training Courses
•  AA #1801 — Gathering Evidence During 

Observations and Conferencing Using the 
Danielson Model (required to retain teacher 
evaluator designation status)

•  AA #1865 — Principal Evaluator Competency for 
Retraining of Principal Evaluators (required to retain 
principal evaluator designation status)

•  AA #3000 — Illinois Performance Evaluation 
Retraining: Student Growth (required to retain 
teacher and principal evaluator designation status)

School Leader Evaluation Plan Training
•  AA #3967 — An ISBE-approved administrator 

academy, which meets the Illinois principal 
evaluation statutory requirements, introduces 
participants to the new plan which was piloted 
in Illinois during the 2022-2023 school year. In 
addition to this introduction, participants will also 
review the Illinois evaluation requirements and 
explore the online resources and tools which can 
aid in the plan’s implementation and support the 
leader’s professional growth.

School Leader Institute
IPA was selected in 2020 to serve as the primary 
leadership partner for principals in Illinois schools 
designated under ESSA as comprehensive. Principals 
of schools that receive a comprehensive designation 
after ISBE releases annual report cards in late 
October are provided the opportunity to participate 
in the no-cost, grant-based intensive, four-year 
program. Participants receive in-depth, one-on-one 
coaching and school support throughout the four 
years and are part of a cohort led by national and 
state leaders with a focus on continuous school 
improvement including assessment and analysis 
of curriculum, development of equitable grading 
systems and quality assessments, use of data to make 
and implement data-based decisions, implementation 
of effective stakeholder communication and support 
of teacher efficacy. The program is further designed 
to include participation by school leadership teams in 
both an annual two-day summer conference as well 
as guided support in the school improvement efforts 
throughout the year.

PD Scholarship
Two professional learning scholarships are awarded 
each year, one for an elementary principal (K-8) and 
one for a secondary principal (9-12). The scholarships 
are available to assist you with the pursuit of 
graduate study, attendance at national conferences, 
and attendance at other relevant professional 
development to deepen your capacity as a learning 
leader leading a learning organization.
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Designed to serve pre-service leaders, the goal of 
the IPA Aspiring School Leader Network (ASLN) is 
to establish the mindset, leadership intelligences, 
and community of peers necessary for aspiring 
administrators to envision themselves as future 
learning leaders.

Learning Objectives:
1.  Understanding the impact that learning leaders 

have on their learning organizations.
2.  Exploring the School Leader Paradigm, specifically 

investigating the intelligences that make you who 
you are as a leader.

3.  Understanding the administrative job search 
process.

4.  Expanding your toolbox for leading deep systems 
change to improve learning through shared 
leadership.

5.  Understanding the value of a Professional Learning 
Network (PLN).

Leading Objectives:
1.  Identifying your why and core values as an aspiring 

learning leader.
2.  Identifying your personal strengths and 

opportunities for growth in the School Leader 
Paradigm.

3.  Engaging in Domain-based situational leadership 
activities that build thoughtfulness and 
confidence.

4.  Developing the necessary components for an 
administrative job application.

5. Identifying people and resources for your PLN.

Each School Leader Network is led by a team of experienced educators and school leaders. Participants 
are able to attend IPA’s annual Education Leaders Conference as well as participate in an advocacy 
learning experience at the State Capitol at no additional cost. Participants in any of the four networks 
may elect to earn PD hours. Alternatively, participants in the Launching, Building, and Mastering 
Networks may elect Administrator Academy credit.

SCHOOL LEADER
NETWORKS

ASPIRING 
SCHOOL LEADER 
NETWORK

Designed for leaders who are new (or new to their 
school), the goal of the IPA Launching School Leader 
Network (LSLN) is to provide the skills, resources, and 
community of peers necessary to cultivate culture, 
assess systems, and understand the leadership 
necessary for the unique context of their learning 
organization.

Learning Objectives:
1.  Examining the School Leader Paradigm to 

understand the personal, social and systems 
intelligences needed to effectively lead a learning 
organization.

2.  Learning strategies for building relationships with 
all stakeholders.

3.  Understanding how to assess local context and 
culture.

4.  Exploring personal and organizational 
management systems.

5.  Establishing a professional learning network for 
growth and support.

Leading Objectives:
1.  Imparting their why, both verbally and nonverbally, 

through multiple communication channels.
2.  Applying questioning techniques and coaching 

strategies that lead to educator reflection on 
practice and impact.

3.  Identifying their school’s most critical problems of 
practice within the School Leader Paradigm.

4.  Developing clear processes for time and task 
management.

5.  Identifying and connecting with their PLN thought 
leaders and accountability partners.

LAUNCHING 
SCHOOL LEADER 
NETWORK
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Designed for leaders who have three to five years of 
experience, the goal of the IPA Building School Leader 
Network (BSLN) is to equip established administrators 
with the supports needed to effectively sustain culture, 
build systems, and develop their learning organization, 
while affording the self-care necessary to build a 
sustainable career as a learning leader.

Learning Objectives:
1.  Gaining means for effectively addressing complex 

issues of school culture using the School Leader 
Paradigm.

2.  Clarifying and integrating who you are and what 
you do to maximize your purpose as a learning 
leader.

3.  Identifying the stakeholders within the school to 
develop shared leadership.

4.  Expanding your toolbox for leading deep systems 
change to improve learning through shared 
leadership.

5.  Leveraging your professional learning network 
(PLN) to provide inspiration and support for 
ongoing transformational leadership.

Leading Objectives:
1.  Applying cycles of inquiry to take intentional action 

in the Culture, Systems, and/or Learning Domains 
to improve teacher practice and student learning.

2.  Operationalizing time and process management 
techniques into a high-impact weekly calendar that 
promotes proactive (rather than reactive) leadership.

3.  Refining key shared leadership structures in the 
school.

4.  Increasing your knowledge and skill in growth-
focused supervision and critical conversations.

5.  Embedding habits and disciplines of self-care that 
help you lead an effective and sustainable career 
without losing your wholeness as a human being.

Designed for leaders with more than five years 
of experience, the goal of the IPA Mastering 
School Leader Network (BSLN) is to promote the 
self-actualization of learning leaders through the 
continuous growth of themselves and their learning 
organization to ensure a school of equity and 
excellence which leaves a lasting legacy.

Learning Objectives:
1.  Exploring the systemization of cycles of inquiry 

around culture, systems and learning to exhibit 
self-actualized leadership.

2.  Unpacking the School Leader Paradigm at the 
Dimension level to deepen your understanding of 
masterful leadership and identify next edges of 
growth.

3.  Learning and leveraging the wisdom of the group 
to inform and assist you in addressing your biggest 
problems of practice.

4.  Exploring protocols that address relevant problems 
of practice and strategies for creating conditions 
and building capacity among all stakeholders.

Leading Objectives:
1.  Networking with other learning leaders in a 

collaborative cycle of inquiry that addresses a 
deep-seated problem of practice in our field.

2.  Deepening your leadership legacy by positioning 
yourself to mentor/coach other school leaders in 
their transformation journey.

3.  Contributing to one or more PLNs as a thought 
leader in an area of professional passion/expertise.

4.  Advocating broadly and effectively to gain support 
for continuous school improvement efforts to 
build equitable opportunities for all students.

 
SCHOOL LEADER 
NETWORK

BUILDING
SCHOOL LEADER 
NETWORK

MASTERING 
SCHOOL LEADER 
NETWORK
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The ELN Learning Library contains more than 175 engaging courses, from state mandated training 
to professional development for beginning to seasoned school leaders. The library continues to grow 
with 1-2 courses added each month. The following courses are either available or are currently in 
development that align with the 21 Leadership Dimensions under the 3 Domains of the Doing side 
of the School Leader Paradigm. They also act as a learning resource for school leaders earning Micro-
Credentials aligned with the 21 Leadership Dimensions of the Paradigm.

ED LEADERS
NETWORK

CULTURE

EQUITY
Exemplifying Equitable Behavior

Sustaining an Equitable Learning Culture

ETHICS
Exemplifying Ethical Behaviors 

and Values
Embedding an Ethical Work Culture

GLOBAL MINDEDNESS
Leadership for Global Mindedness

RELATIONSHIPS
Building Relationships

STUDENT CENTEREDNESS
Student Centeredness

TRADITIONS AND CELEBRATIONS
Traditions and Celebrations

WELLNESS
Advocating Personal Wellness

Implementing Social and 
Emotional Wellness

Nurturing a Culture of Wellness

SYSTEMS LEARNING

COLLABORATIVE LEADERSHIP
Exemplifying Collaborative Leadership

Empowering a Collaborative 
Leadership Culture

COMMUNICATIONS
The Art and Science of Communication

DATA LITERACY
Fostering a Culture of Data Literacy

Leading Data Literacy
Managing Data Literacy Systems

OPERATIONS
Managing Systems Logistics

Allocating and Assigning Personnel
Evaluating Operational 
Systems Effectiveness

SAFETY
Ensuring a Safe Learning Environment

Crisis and Emergency Planning

STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT
Leading Strategic Management

Structuring Systems for 
Strategic Management

VISION, MISSION & STRATEGIC 
PLANNING

Leading Vision & Mission
Driving Vision & Mission

ASSESSMENT
Assessing Student Learning 

and Growth
Assessing the Learning Environment

Evaluating Assessment Alignment

CURRICULUM
Creating a Learning 
Focused Curriculum

Ensuring Curriculum Alignment
Meeting All Academic Needs

HUMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT
Recruiting High-Quality Staff

Retaining and Developing Staff
Ensuring Accountability

INNOVATION
Creating and Sustaining Innovation
Managing Change and Uncertainty

INSTRUCTION
Promoting Collaborative Instruction

Providing Effective Instruction
Ensuring Instructional Alignment

REFLECTION & GROWTH
Reflection & Growth

RESULT-ORIENTATION
Creating and Results Oriented 

Learning Culture
Implementing Data Driven 

Decision Making
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PROVIDES 
more than 175 
on-demand courses

CONNECTS 
educators all over 
the country

GIVES 
administrators 
local PD control 

SUPPORTS 
Micro-Credentials 
to show skill mastery

Ed Leaders Network Webinars
Throughout the year, the ELN provides several free webinars each month on a variety of timely and 
relevant topics to educators across the country. These one-hour sessions spotlight new strategies, 
leadership tips, and tools that attendees can consider for immediate use. Attendees of the live webinars 
also may earn professional development hours. All webinars are recorded and then linked to the ELN 
website for future consumption. With more than 80 recorded webinars, leaders have an opportunity to 
learn from experts on topics such as the ones below.

•  Put the Load Right on Me: Distributed Leadership in Schools
• Trauma Informed Educational Practices
• Restorative Justice in Schools
• But Who Cares for the Leader?
• Instructional Coaching
•  Leading for Special Education: Legal and Ethical Issues
• Making Meetings Work for All
• Culture Eats Curriculum for Breakfast
•  MTSS: An Equitable Approach to Student Success
• SLOs: Improving the Quality of Growth Targets
• Lessons Learned from a School Lockdown

edleadersnetwork.org
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DATA LITERACY

The Micro-Credentials awarded by ELN provide not only a rigorous, double-blind review process but also 
deliver a digital badge based on the industry’s Open Badging technical specifications. Micro-Credentials 
earners have tangible evidence of their growth and/or skill in a specific area, and may also elect PD 
hours or Administrator Academy credit upon successful completion. Additionally, Micro-Credentials hold 
the promise of alternative pathways to licensure. 

The ELN’s collection of Micro-Credentials currently includes skill assessment aligned to the 21 
Leadership Dimensions under the three Domains of the School Leader Paradigm:

ED LEADERS NETWORK 
MICRO-CREDENTIALS

Equity (3 MCs)
Constructing and Growing Equity 
Exemplifying Equitable Behavior

Leading an Equitable Learning Culture

Ethics (2 MCs)
Embedding an Ethical Work Culture 

Exemplifying Ethical Behaviors and Values

Global Mindedness (2 MCs)
Embedding a Global-Minded Learning Culture

Exemplifying a Global-Minded Culture

Relationships (3 MCs)
Building External Relationships
Building Internal Relationships

Building Personal Relationships

Collaborative Leadership (2 MCs)
Exemplifying Collaborative Leadership

Empowering a Collaborative Leadership Culture

Communications (4 MCs)
Communication Advocacy
Communication Structures

Personal Communication Skills
Communication Standards 

Data Literacy (3 MCs)
Fostering a Data Literacy Culture

Leading Data Literacy
Managing Data Literacy Systems

Leadership Coaching (3 MCs)
Collaborative Leadership Coaching

Directive Leadership Coaching
Reflective Leadership Coaching

Assessment (3 MCs)
Assessing Student Learning and Growth

 Assessing the Learning Environment
Evaluating Assessment Alignment

Curriculum (3 MCs)
Creating Learning-Focused Curriculum 

Ensuring Curriculum Alignment
Meeting All Academic Needs

Human Capital Management (3 MCs)
Ensuring Accountability

Recruiting High-Quality Staff
Retaining and Developing Staff

Innovation (2 MCs)
Creating and Sustaining Innovation 
Managing Change and Uncertainty
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Instruction (3 MCs)
Ensuring Instructional Alignment

 Promoting Collaborative Instruction
Providing Effective Instruction

Reflection and Growth (2 MCs)
Creating a Culture of Self-Reflection 
Growing through Personal Reflection

Result-Orientation (2 MCs)
Creating a Results-Oriented Learning Culture
Implementing Data-Driven Decision Making

Operations (3 MCs)
Allocating and Assigning Personnel 

Evaluating Operational Systems Effectiveness
Managing System Logistics

Safety (3 MCs)
Assessing Threats

Leading a Culture of Safety
Managing Crisis and Emergency Planning

Strategic Management (2 MCs)
Leading Strategic Management 

Structuring Systems for Strategic Management

Vision, Mission & Strategic Planning (2 MCs)
Driving Vision and Mission
Leading Vision and Mission

Student Centeredness (2 MCs)
Embedding a Culture of Student Centeredness

Exemplifying Student Centeredness

Traditions/Celebrations (3 MCs)
Driving a Culture of Service

Leading and Promoting Mutual Respect
Valuing and Celebrating Traditions

Wellness (3 MCs)
Advocating Personal Wellness
Implementing Social Wellness

Nurturing a Culture of Wellness

VISION AND MISSION

edleadersnetwork.org
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The ELN houses 31 calibration video exercises designed to provide 
teacher evaluators and observers with opportunities to calibrate their 
perceptions of (1) effective instructional practice related to the Charlotte 
Danielson Framework for Teaching Domains and Components and 
(2) high-quality, written feedback. A further goal of the exercises is to 
increase inter-rater reliability as well as build a common understanding 
of high-quality practice and feedback grounded in evidence collected 
during observations. Participants will watch classroom teaching videos 
while utilizing an observation tool to assist them in recording indicators 
of performance which will assist them in rating a teacher’s performance. 
Participants will then be able to compare their ratings with those of 
expert state evaluators. The video exercises further allow evaluators 
to consider how constructive, actionable feedback can help teachers 
improve their instructional practice.

The calibration video collection is appropriate practice for individuals 
planning to take the two-day ISBE #2001 Illinois Performance Evaluation 
— Teacher Evaluation training. It is also appropriate for novice principals 
as well as veteran principals, district administrators and teachers who 
wish to better understand and utilize the Danielson Framework for 
Teaching. Included in the collection are video exercises for the grade 
levels/subjects on the following page.

ED LEADERS NETWORK TEACHER 
EVALUATION CALIBRATION VIDEOS
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Kindergarten Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 6 Grade 7 High School

Mathematics ELA Retelling and 
Comparing 
Two Stories

ELA/Main 
Idea

Spatial 
Reasoning 

with 
Polygons

Writing Using 
Adjectives ELA Grade 9 ELA

ELA/Science Reading Math Informational 
Text

Grade 11 
Reading

Visualizing 
with 

Fractions
Math HS Literature 

Analysis

Science
HS 

Polynomial 
Functions

Motion 
Science

10th Grade 
Modeling 

with Systems 
of Equations

HS Math

HS Math 
Algebra

HS Math 
Story 

Problems

Grade 9 
Biology

Grade 10 
Science

HS Social 
Studies

10th Grade 
ELA/Social 

Studiesedleadersnetwork.org
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A solid mentoring program for new school leaders provides them help to advance learning, innovation, 
and global citizenry in their schools. Research and exemplary practice have proven beyond any doubt 
that mentoring new leaders is essential in supporting increased performance as well as extending 
years in the role. The key to supporting leaders is helping them to reflect on practice, analyze strengths 
and areas for improvement, and collaborate to develop specific strategies to reach higher levels of 
performance. A trained and experienced mentor provides strategic probing and reflection, feedback 
and guided planning, and the support and motivation to sustain the leader in ongoing professional 
development. Mentoring offers the following benefits to the new school leader:

IPA selects and trains effective, experienced school leaders to support the growth of the new school 
leader and pair mentors based on several criteria including geography/location, gender, race, school and 
community context, professional goals, interpersonal styles, and learning needs.

IPA mentors deliver a contracted number of service hours (typically 40) over the course of one year. They 
maintain regular contact through a variety of methods including onsite visits, phone calls, email, virtual 
meetings, and text. They maintain a log of service delivered; guide the development and implementation 
of a leadership plan; establish environmental intelligence regarding the building, operations, staff, 
students, parents, community, school culture, and environment; they effectively advise and support new 
leaders in decision making, strategic planning and goal setting; they employ collaborative, instructional 
and reflective coaching techniques to develop leadership for increased staff and student performance; 
and they assist in the development of the leader’s professional network of support. 

At the conclusion of the mentoring contract, both the mentor and school leader are eligible for 
professional development hours equal to the contract hours.

MENTORING

Indoctrination into 
the profession

Role 
clarification

Improved school 
culture

Leadership and 
Management skills Reflection skills

Communication 
and problem-
solving skills

Time-management 
skills

Confidence in 
instructional 
leadership

Advancement of 
professional values

Trusted confidante 
and advisor

Eased burden of first 
year challenges

Support and 
encouragement from 

other leaders
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Experienced principals and administrators face new challenges, both from external leadership as 
well as from their own desire to improve their leadership impact and the performance of the school. 
Reflective coaching, collaborative discussions and planning are essential in supporting their continued 
development. Coaching offers the following benefits to the school leader:

As part of the comprehensive leadership development offered by the Illinois Principals Association, 
highly trained and experienced coaches are available to support school leaders. 

IPA coaches deliver a contracted number of service hours (typically 40) over the course of the desired 
contract length. They maintain a log of service delivered and provide skilled guidance to assist a leader 
learn new skills, solve problems creatively as well as meet challenges and opportunities efficiently 
and effectively. By employing well-developed skills, strategies and tools, the IPA coach serves as the 
catalyst for change, helping the leader shift their perspective, analyze patterns of thinking, and gain new 
perspectives. The coaching experience is designed to help leaders become newer, organized versions of 
themselves, ready to achieve agreed-upon goals. 

IPA’s coaches learn about the school leader through their own focused work, avoid recommending 
solutions, utilize effective listening and questioning techniques to guide discovery and problem-solving, 
and stay keenly aware of any personal assumptions about the leader, the process, or the context which 
they may be inclined to make. They also provide reflection and high-level thinking to facilitate the 
development of resources to support personal and professional development; they coach and assist 
in expanding the leader’s experiences in districtwide or statewide leadership. At the conclusion of the 
coaching contract, both the mentor and school leader are eligible for professional development hours 
equal to the contract hours.

COACHING

Knowledge 
transfer and skill 

enhancement

Self-awareness and 
stronger personal 

confidence

Improved 
school culture

Motivation
 to lead

Increased 
well-being

Cognitive 
flexibility

Trust in 
subordinates
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IPA offers opportunities for experienced, successful school leaders to give back to their profession by 
serving as mentors and coaches for others. IPA accepts applications throughout the year for individuals 
who demonstrate the following professional qualities and characteristics:

Once selected, IPA mentors and coaches receive intensive and ongoing 
training and support to allow them to employ a unique, sophisticated set of 
skills to:
• Impart and support professional leadership standards.
• Build trusting relationships.
• Facilitate growth-based goal setting.
• Provide feedback.
• Utilize effective questioning techniques.
• Guide reflection.

MENTOR AND COACH
TRAINING

Seek growth through 
feedback 

and reflection
Work to effect change

Take initiative and 
follow through with 

responsibilities

Prioritize effectively 
and manage time well

Demonstrate 
positive, open, 

honest, and sensitive 
communications

Respect 
confidentiality

Build rapport and 
trusting relationships

Listen with 
compassion and 

empathy

Proficient in 
state and nationally 

recognized leadership 
standards

Create a 
community of 

mutual respect and 
appreciation for 

differences

Understand 
and translate 

research and theory 
into practical 
applications

Support and 
implement school 

and district policies 
and initiatives

Possess a passion 
for leadership

Believe that 
everyone has the 

capacity and desire 
for growth

Value equity
Set high 

expectations for 
self and others
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Individuals with an administrative endorsement on their Illinois Professional Educator License working in 
an administrative role must complete an annual Administrator Academy (AA) through an ISBE-approved 
provider before June 30 each year. IPA offers a wide selection of in-person, online, and on-demand 
administrator academies to meet the needs of leaders at all levels of experience and responsibility.  
In-person AAs engage participants in a full day of face-to-face learning followed by the development 
and submission of the required application dissemination plan.  Online AAs require the completion of 
pre-work, attendance at a 3-hour synchronous, virtual presentation, and completion of the required 
application dissemination plan. On-demand AAs allow you to begin a course online and work at your 
own pace through completion.

In addition to publicly advertised AAs, IPA also works directly with individual schools and districts to 
deliver the same content on a contract basis, if desired.

ADMINISTRATOR
ACADEMIES
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LAUNCHING BUILDING MASTERING

 ✓ School Leader Paradigm
 ✓ Becoming
 ✓ School Leadership That Fits
 ✓ Resume Review
 ✓ Contract Review
 ✓ Salary Survey
 ✓ IPA Talk
 ✓ Member Assistance Program

 ✓ IPA Social Media
 ✓ IPA Connect
 ✓ IPA Annual Conference
 ✓ WELL Summit
 ✓ I-Grow Summit

 ✓ Advocacy in Action Newsletters
 ✓ Legislative and Case Law Update

 ✓ Aspiring School Leader Network
 ✓  ELN Leadership Courses
 ✓   ELNMandated Trainings
 ✓  ELN Webinars
 ✓   ELN Micro-Credentials
 ✓   ELN Teacher Evaluation Calibration Videos
 ✓  Teacher/Principal Evaluator Initial Training/
Retraining

 ✓ School Leader Paradigm
 ✓ Becoming
 ✓ School Leadership That Fits
 ✓ Resume Review
 ✓ Contract Review
 ✓ Salary Survey
 ✓ IPA Talk
 ✓ Member Assistance Program
 ✓ School Leader Entry Plan
 ✓ School Leader Calendar
 ✓ School Leader Cycle of Inquiry
 ✓ School Leader Evaluation Plan
 ✓ Legal Support
 ✓ Model Student Handbook

 ✓ IPA Social Media
 ✓ IPA Connect
 ✓ IPA Plugged-In
 ✓ IPA Region Meetings
 ✓ Committees
 ✓ IPA Annual Conference
 ✓ WELL Summit
 ✓ I-Grow Summit
 ✓  Assistant Principal/Dean Summits
 ✓ National Conferences

 ✓ Advocacy in Action Newsletters
 ✓ Legislative and Case Law Update
 ✓ IPA Policy & Action Center
 ✓ IPA Principal for a Day

 ✓  Launching School Leader Network
 ✓   ELN Leadership Courses
 ✓   ELN Mandated Trainings
 ✓  ELN Webinars
 ✓   ELN Micro-Credentials
 ✓   ELN Teacher Evaluation Calibration Videos
 ✓ LEAD Webinar Series
 ✓ Mentoring Services 
 ✓ Administrator Academies
 ✓  Teacher/Principal Evaluator Initial Training/
Retraining

 ✓ PD Scholarship

 ✓ School Leader Paradigm
 ✓ Becoming
 ✓ School Leadership That Fits
 ✓ Resume Review
 ✓ Contract Review
 ✓ Salary Survey
 ✓ IPA Talk
 ✓ Member Assistance Program
 ✓ School Leader Entry Plan
 ✓ School Leader Calendar
 ✓ School Leader Cycle of Inquiry
 ✓ School Leader Evaluation Plan
 ✓ Legal Support
 ✓ Model Student Handbook

 ✓ IPA Social Media
 ✓ IPA Connect
 ✓ IPA Plugged-In
 ✓ IPA Region Meetings
 ✓ Committees
 ✓ Region Leadership Roles
 ✓ Moderate or Present at an Event
 ✓ IPA Congressional Delegate
 ✓ Mentor or Coach
 ✓ IPA Annual Conference
 ✓ WELL Summit
 ✓ I-Grow Summit
 ✓  Assistant Principal/Dean Summits
 ✓ National Conferences

 ✓ Advocacy in Action Newsletters
 ✓ Legislative and Case Law Update
 ✓ IPA Policy & Action Center
 ✓ IPA Principal for a Day
 ✓ Legislative Committee
 ✓ Legislative Chair on Region Board

 ✓ Building School Leader Network
 ✓   ELN Leadership Courses
 ✓   ELN Mandated Trainings
 ✓  ELN Webinars
 ✓   ELN Micro-Credentials
 ✓   ELN Teacher Evaluation Calibration Videos
 ✓ Coaching Services
 ✓ Mentor and Coach Training
 ✓ Administrator Academies
 ✓  Teacher/Principal Evaluator Initial Training/
Retraining

 ✓ PD Scholarship

 ✓ School Leader Paradigm
 ✓ Becoming
 ✓ School Leadership That Fits
 ✓ Resume Review
 ✓ Contract Review
 ✓ Salary Survey
 ✓ IPA Talk
 ✓ Member Assistance Program
 ✓ School Leader Entry Plan
 ✓ School Leader Calendar
 ✓ School Leader Cycle of Inquiry
 ✓ School Leader Evaluation Plan
 ✓ Legal Support
 ✓ Model Student Handbook

 ✓ IPA Social Media
 ✓ IPA Connect
 ✓ IPA Plugged-In
 ✓ IPA Region Meetings
 ✓ Committees
 ✓ Region Leadership Roles
 ✓ Moderate or Present at an Event
 ✓ IPA Congressional Delegate
 ✓ IPA Board of Directors
 ✓ Mentor or Coach
 ✓ IPA Annual Conference
 ✓ WELL Summit
 ✓ I-Grow Summit
 ✓  Assistant Principal/Dean Summits
 ✓ National Conferences

 ✓ Advocacy in Action Newsletters
 ✓ Legislative and Case Law Update
 ✓ IPA Policy & Action Center
 ✓ IPA Principal for a Day
 ✓ Legislative Committee
 ✓ Legislative Chair on Region Board
 ✓  NAESP & NASSP Advocacy Conferences

 ✓  Mastering School Leader Network
 ✓   ELN Leadership Courses
 ✓   ELN Mandated Trainings
 ✓  ELN Webinars
 ✓   ELN Micro-Credentials
 ✓   ELN Teacher Evaluation Calibration Videos
 ✓ Coaching Services
 ✓ Mentor and Coach Training
 ✓ Administrator Academies
 ✓  Teacher/Principal Evaluator Initial Training/
Retraining

 ✓ PD Scholarship

ASPIRING
LE
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July 2023
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N

ilprincipals.org

Use this guide to make sure you are taking advantage of all opportunities to lead, engage, advocate, and learn.
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LAUNCHING BUILDING MASTERING

 ✓ School Leader Paradigm
 ✓ Becoming
 ✓ School Leadership That Fits
 ✓ Resume Review
 ✓ Contract Review
 ✓ Salary Survey
 ✓ IPA Talk
 ✓ Member Assistance Program

 ✓ IPA Social Media
 ✓ IPA Connect
 ✓ IPA Annual Conference
 ✓ WELL Summit
 ✓ I-Grow Summit

 ✓ Advocacy in Action Newsletters
 ✓ Legislative and Case Law Update

 ✓ Aspiring School Leader Network
 ✓  ELN Leadership Courses
 ✓   ELNMandated Trainings
 ✓  ELN Webinars
 ✓   ELN Micro-Credentials
 ✓   ELN Teacher Evaluation Calibration Videos
 ✓  Teacher/Principal Evaluator Initial Training/
Retraining

 ✓ School Leader Paradigm
 ✓ Becoming
 ✓ School Leadership That Fits
 ✓ Resume Review
 ✓ Contract Review
 ✓ Salary Survey
 ✓ IPA Talk
 ✓ Member Assistance Program
 ✓ School Leader Entry Plan
 ✓ School Leader Calendar
 ✓ School Leader Cycle of Inquiry
 ✓ School Leader Evaluation Plan
 ✓ Legal Support
 ✓ Model Student Handbook

 ✓ IPA Social Media
 ✓ IPA Connect
 ✓ IPA Plugged-In
 ✓ IPA Region Meetings
 ✓ Committees
 ✓ IPA Annual Conference
 ✓ WELL Summit
 ✓ I-Grow Summit
 ✓  Assistant Principal/Dean Summits
 ✓ National Conferences

 ✓ Advocacy in Action Newsletters
 ✓ Legislative and Case Law Update
 ✓ IPA Policy & Action Center
 ✓ IPA Principal for a Day

 ✓  Launching School Leader Network
 ✓   ELN Leadership Courses
 ✓   ELN Mandated Trainings
 ✓  ELN Webinars
 ✓   ELN Micro-Credentials
 ✓   ELN Teacher Evaluation Calibration Videos
 ✓ LEAD Webinar Series
 ✓ Mentoring Services 
 ✓ Administrator Academies
 ✓  Teacher/Principal Evaluator Initial Training/
Retraining

 ✓ PD Scholarship

 ✓ School Leader Paradigm
 ✓ Becoming
 ✓ School Leadership That Fits
 ✓ Resume Review
 ✓ Contract Review
 ✓ Salary Survey
 ✓ IPA Talk
 ✓ Member Assistance Program
 ✓ School Leader Entry Plan
 ✓ School Leader Calendar
 ✓ School Leader Cycle of Inquiry
 ✓ School Leader Evaluation Plan
 ✓ Legal Support
 ✓ Model Student Handbook

 ✓ IPA Social Media
 ✓ IPA Connect
 ✓ IPA Plugged-In
 ✓ IPA Region Meetings
 ✓ Committees
 ✓ Region Leadership Roles
 ✓ Moderate or Present at an Event
 ✓ IPA Congressional Delegate
 ✓ Mentor or Coach
 ✓ IPA Annual Conference
 ✓ WELL Summit
 ✓ I-Grow Summit
 ✓  Assistant Principal/Dean Summits
 ✓ National Conferences

 ✓ Advocacy in Action Newsletters
 ✓ Legislative and Case Law Update
 ✓ IPA Policy & Action Center
 ✓ IPA Principal for a Day
 ✓ Legislative Committee
 ✓ Legislative Chair on Region Board

 ✓ Building School Leader Network
 ✓   ELN Leadership Courses
 ✓   ELN Mandated Trainings
 ✓  ELN Webinars
 ✓   ELN Micro-Credentials
 ✓   ELN Teacher Evaluation Calibration Videos
 ✓ Coaching Services
 ✓ Mentor and Coach Training
 ✓ Administrator Academies
 ✓  Teacher/Principal Evaluator Initial Training/
Retraining

 ✓ PD Scholarship

 ✓ School Leader Paradigm
 ✓ Becoming
 ✓ School Leadership That Fits
 ✓ Resume Review
 ✓ Contract Review
 ✓ Salary Survey
 ✓ IPA Talk
 ✓ Member Assistance Program
 ✓ School Leader Entry Plan
 ✓ School Leader Calendar
 ✓ School Leader Cycle of Inquiry
 ✓ School Leader Evaluation Plan
 ✓ Legal Support
 ✓ Model Student Handbook

 ✓ IPA Social Media
 ✓ IPA Connect
 ✓ IPA Plugged-In
 ✓ IPA Region Meetings
 ✓ Committees
 ✓ Region Leadership Roles
 ✓ Moderate or Present at an Event
 ✓ IPA Congressional Delegate
 ✓ IPA Board of Directors
 ✓ Mentor or Coach
 ✓ IPA Annual Conference
 ✓ WELL Summit
 ✓ I-Grow Summit
 ✓  Assistant Principal/Dean Summits
 ✓ National Conferences

 ✓ Advocacy in Action Newsletters
 ✓ Legislative and Case Law Update
 ✓ IPA Policy & Action Center
 ✓ IPA Principal for a Day
 ✓ Legislative Committee
 ✓ Legislative Chair on Region Board
 ✓  NAESP & NASSP Advocacy Conferences

 ✓  Mastering School Leader Network
 ✓   ELN Leadership Courses
 ✓   ELN Mandated Trainings
 ✓  ELN Webinars
 ✓   ELN Micro-Credentials
 ✓   ELN Teacher Evaluation Calibration Videos
 ✓ Coaching Services
 ✓ Mentor and Coach Training
 ✓ Administrator Academies
 ✓  Teacher/Principal Evaluator Initial Training/
Retraining

 ✓ PD Scholarship
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Indiana Associati on of
School Principals

Dr. Todd Bess, Executi ve Director
tbess@iasp.org

iasp.org | 317.891.9900

School Administrators of Iowa
Dr. Lisa Remy, Executi ve Director

lremy@sai-iowa.org
sai-iowa.org | 515.267.1115

Missouri Associati on of
Elementary School Principals
Dr. J. Anderson, Executi ve Director

janderson@maesp.com
maesp.com | 573.638.2460

Associati on of Washington
School Principals

Dr. Scott  Seaman, Executi ve Director
scott @awsp.org

awsp.org | 360.357.7951

School Administrators
Associati on of New York State

Kevin Casey, Executi ve Director
kcasey@saanys.org

saanys.org | 518.782.0600

New York StateNew York State
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Minnesota Associati on of 
Secondary School Principals
Robert Driver, Executi ve Director

bob@massp.org
massp.org | 612.361.1510

Council for Leaders
in Alabama Schools

Dr. Vic Wilson, Executi ve Director
vic@clasleaders.org

clasleaders.org | 800-239-3616

Illinois Principals Associati on
Dr. Jason Leahy, Executi ve Director

jason@ilprincipals.org
ilprincipals.org | 217.525.1383

Minnesota Elementary School 
Principals’ Associati on

Michelle Krell, Executi ve Director
michelle@mespa.net

mespa.net | 952-297-8670

Missouri Associati on of
Secondary School Principals
Clark Mershon, Executi ve Director

cmershon@moassp.org
moassp.org | 573.445.5071

New Jersey Principals and
Supervisors Associati on

Karen Bingert, Executi ve Director
njpsa@njpsa.org

njpsa.org | 609.860.1200

Pennsylvania Principals Associati on
Dr. Erich C. Eshbach, Executi ve Director

eshbach@paprincipals.org
paprincipals.org | 717.732.4999

Associati on of Wisconsin
School Administrators

Jim Lynch, Executi ve Director
 jimlynch@awsa.org

awsa.org | 608.241.0300

Alaska Associati on of 
Elementary School Principals
Jennifer Rinaldi, Executi ve Director

jrinaldi@alaskaacsa.org
alaskaprincipal.org | 907-586-9702

Alaska Associati on of 
Secondary School Principals
Dr. Lisa Parady, Executi ve Director 

lparady@alaskaacsa.org
alaskaprincipal.org | 907-586-9702


